Limits to genetic intervention in humans: somatic and germline.
The promise of somatic cell gene therapy is likely to be limited to a narrow range of monogenic hereditary defects. This therapy raises few moral issues. However, extension to the 'improvement' of a normal trait might raise problems, similar to the use of hormones in sports. Another danger is uses that result, like heroic measures to save the premature newborn, in the prolongation of misery and in intolerable expense. The genetic alteration of germline cells, which can already be accomplished in animals, is in principle applicable to all monogenic diseases. Its use in humans is much less acceptable than somatic cell therapy. The objection that it tampers with human evolution is widely cited. However, more important may be the risk of producing a new defect, for risk is much less acceptable in a yet unborn person than in an already ill individual. In addition, the goal of germline therapy could almost always be accomplished more simply and safely by prenatal diagnosis and selective abortion. The highly polygenic nature of the most interesting traits, both behavioural and physical, makes it unlikely that we shall be able to modify them usefully in the foreseeable future by either somatic or germline intervention. Despite this delivery from temptation, public fear of future 'blueprinting' of humans no doubt contributes to a multi-faceted antiscience movement.